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2017 Tribute to Change to honor leaders who nurture new leaders

“T

By acting as educators and mentors,
these leaders look beyond their present
moment to ensure that movements for
change can thrive over generations. They
meet people where they are and create
spaces where new
activists can learn,
grow, and make
mistakes. “I’m
certainly grateful that
I’ve had mentors and
people who share with
me their knowledge
and their wisdom and their histories that
I have been able to pass on to younger
activists,” says planning committee member
David Acosta. “It’s always a reciprocal
relationship. It should never be one-sided
or hierarchical. Older people can learn from
younger people as well.”
People who nurture new leaders don’t
always get acknowledged for performing this
essential role in movement work. “Getting
recognition or attending events, that’s a shot
in the arm,” says Black. “You need those
things to happen to keep up your motivation

and your energy. You frequently have
setbacks and terrible disappointments, so
you have to build in celebrations and rewards
to keep this momentum going, to keep you
fired up and recharged.”

“Marking the progress of our organizing in Philly
and recognizing our history in building power here,
even though we have a long way to go, is extremely
important in these times of crisis.” — Hannah Sassaman
For 40 years Bread & Roses has invested
in movements that invest in people. “Marking
the progress of our organizing in Philly and
recognizing our history in building power here,
even though we have a long way to go, is
extremely important in these times of crisis,”
says Sassaman. “There’s nothing more
important today than building thousands or
millions of people who believe in their power
to wrest a life of dignity from the jaws of
oppression in late-stage capitalism.”

J O N AT H A N W I L S O N

here are very few places you can
go to school to learn how to be
an activist,” says Kathy Black,
a longtime member of the Bread & Roses
Community Fund family who is currently
serving on the Tribute to Change planning
committee. “In social and economic justice
movements, it’s inspiring leaders that draw
people to the work,” she notes. “Those
leaders need to be responsible, competent,
and compelling, but they also need to be
teachers in order to pass the work on.”
To commemorate Bread & Roses’
40th anniversary, the Tribute to Change
planning committee chose to focus this
year’s awards on leaders who nurture new
leaders. “A number of us thought about
the throughput in leadership that we see in
the hands and actions and campaigns and
basebuilding from that 40-year beginning
through today,” explains Hannah Sassaman,
another planning committee member.
“Every organizer and activist who’s active
now benefited from the grace and vision,
patience, and time of someone who wanted
to invest in and develop their leadership.”

Generations of organizers gather at the 2015 Tribute to Change
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LETTER FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Dear friends,

As we enter the fall, our hard-working
planning committee and staff are
busy preparing for the annual Tribute
to Change, which will take place Nov.
Casey Cook
14. Bread & Roses is celebrating
our 40th anniversary in 2017, and
this year’s Tribute to Change highlights 40 years
of resistance at Bread & Roses by honoring four
leaders who have dedicated their careers to
nurturing new leaders. I hope you’re planning to
be there for it. In a year like this, we need to carve
out moments to encourage each other and look
back on how far we’ve come together.
I’ve seen so many people step up their
organizing this year, and I want to acknowledge
how many of you have come forward to redouble
your commitment to Bread & Roses. Elisabeth
Bass, profiled below, is one of 34 people
volunteering her time to plan and champion the

Tribute to Change. I’ve always appreciated that
Bread & Roses is held up and sustained by a
deeply rooted community of changemakers. Thank
you for being part of our family.
Finally, some great news: I’m delighted
to announce that our programs and staff are
growing. Bread & Roses is expanding the Giving
Project to move more money to grassroots
organizing, and we’ve hired Nigel Charles as
project manager to support that effort. You can
read about Nigel on the opposite page, and you’ll
have opportunities to meet him over the next few
months. It’s exciting to know that Nigel will help
us grow the Giving Project and move more money
to movements for change!
Sincerely,

Casey Cook
Executive director

DONOR PROFILE

Elisabeth Bass
“I like that Bread & Roses breaks down the
silos between organizations,” says Elisabeth
Bass, a member of the 2017 Tribute to Change
planning committee and longtime Bread & Roses
supporter. “I think we need mass resistance, and
I don’t see one group that functions as a mass
organization for the left-progressive movement,”
she says. “If we are going to make a leap in
our society, we need organizations to come
together.”
Bass is a professor at Camden County
College, where she teaches English. She has
taught in Camden for over 25 years. Bass sees
education as social justice work because she
supports her students while they face challenges
outside the classroom linked to systemic racism,
poverty, and the criminal justice system.

Why I give:
“Bread & Roses gives me a glimpse
of the future we stand for.”
She chose to serve on the Tribute to Change
planning committee again this year because it’s a
way for her to feel connected and live her values:
“At our events, when I share in the solidarity and

excitement of the work that everyone in the room
is involved in, that’s when I realize what we are
fighting for — a world that is not the product of
corporate capitalism, divisiveness, misogyny,
racism, ecocide, dominance, and exploitation, but
a world of unity.”
Bass believes giving to movements for racial
and economic justice is an important way for
her to participate. “I want to support the good
work that people are doing to dismantle white
supremacy and the current dangerous oligarchy
that is crushing people and the planet beneath
the heel of corporate capitalism,” she says.

GRANTEE PROFILE

Urban Creators
“The current political moment calls for people
of color and disenfranchised people to be at
the head of work,” says Jeaninne Kayembe,
co-executive director of Urban Creators, a
Racial & Economic Justice Fund grantee.
Kayembe, Alex Epstein, and Devon Bailey
founded Urban Creators in 2010 with a vision
of empowering the community by providing
resources and opportunities and helping

young people develop leadership skills.
Urban Creators’ organizing work reflects the
legacy of artist activists like Arthur Hall and
Lily Yeh of the Village of Arts and Humanities.
Urban Creators intentionally builds
community through events like Hoodstock,
an annual festival now in its fourth year that
brings together local businesses, artists,
and community members to celebrate art,
activism, and farming in North Philly.
Kayembe notes that although the
organization cultivates an intergenerational
space, it also amplifies youth voices in
its work. “There’s a lot of ageism in the
nonprofit world,” says Kayembe. “We are
showing the world what young people can do
to change that world.”

AU S T I N H O R TO N

“We’re confronting the myth
that urban agriculture in
Philadelphia is white and male.
We work with marginalized
folks, creating ideas and
initiating work.” — Jeaninne Kayembe

Urban Creators staff members at Life Do Grow farm

Throughout the year, Urban Creators
hosts youth leadership programs at Life Do
Grow, the organization’s urban farm and
community center. The youth apprentice
program hires six young people from the
immediate neighborhood to learn gardening
and to engage in political education about
food systems, gentrification, and institutional
racism.
“We’re confronting the myth that urban
agriculture in Philadelphia is white and male,”
Kayembe says. “We work with marginalized
folks, creating ideas and initiating work.

We’re also challenging stereotypes around
what women can do.”
In the future, Kayembe says, Urban
Creators plans to train youth apprentice
program alumni to run the program. “We’re
a moving, breathing, living organism,” says
Kayembe. “We’ll always be moving in a way
that responds to community needs whatever
the political climate is.”

Meet our new project manager, Nigel Charles
We’d like to extend a warm welcome to
Nigel Charles, who recently joined Bread
& Roses as project manager. Nigel will
be supporting the growth of our newest
program, the Giving Project, which guides
participants through a process of collective
learning, fundraising, and grantmaking.
A Philadelphia native, Nigel has worked
in education and workforce development
organizations in Philadelphia and Camden.
Most recently, he served as the community
development assistant at Philadelphia

Local Initiatives Support Corporation,
supporting program staff in planning and
implementing community initiatives in
Philadelphia neighborhoods.
Nigel has a master’s degree in urban
studies from Eastern University and is
passionate about racial, social, and
economic justice, addressing community
violence, and community/police relations.
Nigel lives in the East Falls neighborhood
with his wife, Brittany, who is a school
counselor in Northeast Philadelphia.
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GRANTS IN ACTION
In May, 215 People’s Alliance, a
Racial & Economic Justice Fund
grantee, successfully campaigned for
the City of Philadelphia to divest its
payroll funds from Wells Fargo Bank,
moving $2 billion of city funding.

In June, activists with Faith in New Jersey, a Future Fund
grantee, rallied in Newark against U.S. Attorney General
Jeff Sessions’ plan to resuscitate War on Drug policies
that devastated the lives of Black, Brown, and poor
people in New Jersey and across America.

•

facebook.com/
breadandroses
@breadrosesfund
@breadrosesfund

•

In July, teen farm apprentices from
Urban Tree Connection, a Future
Fund grantee, traveled to Rooted in
Community’s Youth Leadership Summit
to connect with other young people
leading the fight for food justice.

U R BA N T R E E C O N N E C T I O N

Save the date for our annual
Tribute to Change on Nov. 14!
This year’s Tribute to Change will
commemorate Bread & Roses
Community Fund’s 40th anniversary.
See inside this issue for a special
Tribute to Change insert to learn
about this year’s honorees, sponsor
the event, or purchase tickets.

After four years without a contract, in
June the Philadelphia Federation of
Teachers union ratified a new teachers’
contract with the School District of
Philadelphia. The Caucus of Working
Educators, a Racial & Economic Justice
Fund grantee, organized contractreading events and pushed for more
time for contract review to ensure that
all teachers had a chance to examine
the contract before voting.
Members of Future Fund grantee Urban Tree Connection share the
harvest from their Neighborhood Foods farm

